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a new approach to tackling antibiotic resistance has started to attract attention. drtorrent and his colleagues are investigating the use of functional oils in animal husbandry. they believe that functional oils have been used in animal husbandry for over 50 years, and believe that they have therapeutic and nutritional benefits that can be used in an effective substitute
for antibiotics. a growing body of evidence from the laboratory suggests that some of these oils may hold promise for the treatment of bacterial infections, and may even have other benefits, such as being anti-inflammatory. dr torrent says the research they are doing is “all about providing some alternatives to the use of antibiotics.. giving the animal a chance to
make a better recovery when suffering from bacterial infection.” the first step of this project is to work out the optimum dose of functional oil to be used in poultry to ensure they can be completely cured of infection. dr torrent says: “we want to get these treatments under way before we start to look at their use in other animals, such as pigs, sheep and cattle. a
"superbug" is a type of superbug, that is a mutant, resistant form of a bacterium that can resist one or more antibiotics to which it is usually susceptible. the term is used to describe bacteria that have become resistant to standard antibiotics because of the overuse of such agents, but it is also used to describe other bacteria that have become resistant to one or

more antibiotics. however, the term "superbug" is sometimes used to describe any bacterium that has been acquired by humans and that is resistant to one or more antibiotics, even if it is not part of a superbug phenotype.
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A functional oil is an oil that has been shown to have multiple beneficial effects which go beyond its energy value. Examples of functional oils are medium chain fatty acids such as caproic, caprylic, capric, and lauric acids which are easily metabolised and provide an alternative source of energy. Other examples include butyric acid that is the major energy source for
human intestinal epithelial cells. Butyric acid also has important immuno-modulatory effects and can also help the body fight bacterial infections. The functional oil that Joan Torrents and his colleagues are specifically investigating are extra virgin olive oil and avocado oil. Other examples of functional oils include medium chain fatty acids that besides being an easily

metabolised fat source, have very strong antimicrobial activity. Butyric acid that besides being the primary energy source of intestinal epithelial cells has antimicrobial effects. And functional oil that also has important antioxidant effects, including the carotenoid lycopene and polyphenols, which are found in fruits and vegetables. Another well known compound
found in these seeds is a phytogenic antioxidant called tocopherol. Flavonoids such as catechin, quercetin and kaempferol are also present in these seeds... antibiotic resistant bacteria killed by the oligo-protective effect the title of this report is: ”antibiotic resistant bacteria killed by the oligo-protective effect”. the authors are dr joan torrent, dr michael lee and dr k.

de maria. antibiotic resistant bacteria killed by the oligo-protective effect this report describes how bacteria that resist antibiotics were successfully eliminated from the faeces and intestines of broiler chickens fed a diet containing small amounts of a special oligo-functional oil (oligo basic). 5ec8ef588b
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